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VITRIFRIGO C110BT
Freezer 

        

   

Product price:  

1.015,63 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO C110BT FREEZER 

The VITRIFRIGO C110BT is a freezer (external refrigerating unit) belonging to the renowned
AIRLOCK series by VITRIFRIGO.
Its new Airlock closure system has been designed to simplify and integrate various functions,
offering an increasingly functional and user-friendly product.

The VITRIFRIGO C110BT, features four innovative solutions:
a positive door closure to prevent accidental openings; a single fixing profile,
available for both the total built-in version (inside) and the partial built-in version (outside),
ensuring rapid door reversibility and an integrated "vent position" system to keep the door slightly
ajar and
prevent the formation of unpleasant mold odors during periods of non-use.
The AIRLOCK series of refrigerators/freezers and freezers stands out for its essential and elegant
bicolor design,
available in Light and Dark versions.

The VITRIFRIGO C110BT has a total capacity of 108 liters and a net weight of 34 kg.
It is powered by 12/24Vdc (with the option available for a bivalent 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac
50/60Hz control unit)
with a nominal consumption of 52W. Its overall dimensions are 525 mm in width,
767 mm in height, and 565 mm in depth, with three compartments and a reversible door.

The Airlock system is included as standard equipment, with the possibility of adding the optional
profile for greater panel customization.
Additionally, with the new profiles, panel customization is made even simpler thanks to the Easy
custom system.
The D power option is also available, offering greater power supply flexibility.
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In conclusion, the VITRIFRIGO C110BT represents an excellent choice for those seeking a
reliable and
innovative freezer, enriched by the advanced technological solutions of the VITRIFRIGO
AIRLOCK series.

Technical characteristics VITRIFRIGO C110BT :

Total capacity litres: 108
Net weight: 34 Kg
Power supply: 12/24Vdc (also available with bivalent 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz)
Nominal consumption: 52W
Total width: 525 mm.
Total height: 767 mm.
Total depth: 565 mm.
Compartments: 3
Reversible door: yes

Looking for a cockpit freezer with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Input power (W): 12/24Vdc (also available with bivalent control unit 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac
50/60Hz)
Length (mm): 565
Width (mm): 525
Height (mm): 767
Dry weight (Kg): 34
Product type: Congelatore
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 108
Compartments: 3
Reversible door: Yes
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